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This invention relates to the loading and 
shipping or trans orting of material, such 
as sheet, strip 'or vEar'metal on railway cars 
or other carriers. I 

5 The present application is a continuation 
of my co-pending application, Serial No. 
313,846, filed October 20, 1928, now Patent 
No. 1,745,057, issued January .28, 1930, and 
more particularly as to Figures 5 and 6 of 

‘ 10 said co-pending case. 
An object of the lnvention is to rovide 

a method and apparatus for loa ing or 
packing the metal, such as sheet, strip or 
bar steel, on the floor of a freight car or 

1'; carrier for transportation in relatively heavy 
units and in such manner as to prevent or 
resist such relative shifting movement ofthe 
constituent parts of the packs or bundles 'as 

' would result in damage to the freight car, 
9c damage to the material, and render difficult 

-and expensive the removal or unloading of> 
the metal at destination. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide .a new and eliicient-method, as- well as 
2d an apparatus for carrying _out the method, 

for shipping sheet, strip or bar metal in 
packs whereby ‘resistance to the relative slid 
ing or shifting movement of the parts of the 
pack durin transit is obtained'through the 

30 medium o y 
binding or frictional action onr the parts 
within the pack, or within the cross sectional 
area thereof. - 

In accordance with the present invention, 
35 the sheet, strip or bar metal,which is shipped 

in large quantities from steel or rolling 
mills to automobile manufacturers and 
others is transported on the floor of a freight 
car or carrier in heavy packs or bundles, such 

210 as packs "weighing from five to ten tons, 
and the constituent arts of the pack, in- art 
or in whole, are hel together by the app ica 
tion of friction' interiorly of- the pack or 
within the cross sectional area thereof. This 

45 may be done by interposing relatively softer> 
friction material between the adjacent layers 
or edges ofthe sheets, strips or bars, such> 
as relatively soft wood strips. The metal' 
arts of the pack are maintained, preferably 

_50 ' y substantial pressure, against this friction 
n l \ 

friction material causing a 

material. This pressure may be obtained 
through the weight ,of _the metal, through 
the medium of the binding or bracing ele 
ments, or both. - ’ 
In the case of sheet or strip metal, where 

the edges of the sheets are usually relatively 
sharp, especially where the sheets or strips 
are sheared at the mill, wood strips may be 
advantageously employed and a sufiicient 
amount of pressure of the edges of the metal 
against this material can be made to result 
in embedding the edges therein and in resist 
ing relative shifting movement of the sheets 
or strips during transit. ~ 
Moreover, the invention enables a pack‘to 

be made up of several smaller units or stacks, 
»and at the samel timetransported effectually 
by resisting relative shifting of the units 
withinthe vbundle or pack as a' whole. Forv 
instance, a bundle vmay be made up of metal 
sheets of several diderent widths, or simply 
of narrow sheets or strips arranged in indi 
vidual piles according to width within the 
bundle as a whole. These sheets are prefer 
-ably arranged with their inner edges abut 
ting or in opposed relation, with friction ma 
terial interposed therebetween, so that fric 
tional resistance can thus bejapplied to the 
sheet or strip edges interiorly of the bundle, 
Íor- within the `cross sectional area thereof. 

Furthermore, the invention provides for 
the shipment of unit packs made up of a plu 
rality of piles or sections superimposed one 
upon the other, and in which any plle or secr 
tion can be made up of stacks of sheets nar 
rower than the width ofthe pack as a whole. 
In this instance 'the' invention provides for 
the maintaining of the sections or layers to- 
gether through preferably a common me 
dium for frictional resistance while also 
maintaining the individual stacks of any sec# 
tion together through frictional resistance 
within the cross sectional area of the bundle 
as a whole. , '  . 

Other objects of this invention will appear 
in the following description and appended 
claims, reference being had'to the accom 
panying drawings forming a part of this 
specification wherein ̀ like reference/charac 
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ters designate corresponding parts in the 
several figures. 
Figures 1 and 2 are transverse vertical 

sections showing successive steps in the load 
ing of a pack of strip or bar metal on the 
car floor. ~ ` 

Figure 3 is a side elevational view of the 
pack shown in Figure 2, arranged with the 
edge surfaces horizontal and extending 
lengthwise of the car. 
Figure 4 is a view similar to Figure 3, 

showmg a slightly modified form-of guiding 
means. 

Figure 5 is a fragmentary perspective 
showing the support for the pack somewhat 
more clearly. 
Before explaining in detail .the present 

invention, it is to be understood that the in 
vention is not limited in its application to the 
details of construction and arran ement of 
parts illustrated in the accompanying draw 
ings, since the invention is capable of other 
embodiments and'of being practiced or car 
ried out, in various ways. Also it is to be 
understood that the phraseology or terminol~ 
ogy employed herein is for the purpose of de 
scription ,and not of limitation, and it is not 
intended to limit the invention beyond the 
terms of the several claims hereto appended 
as considered in view of the prior art and the 
requirements thereof. 
The handling of sheet, strip and bar metal, 

such as steel, and the shipment of this mate 
rial in freight cars or’carriers have ̀in the 
past been accomplished at great expense, not 
only to the steel mills and consumers, such as ' 
automobile companies, but also to the rail 
roads. Not only has the labor expense in 
loading or unloading `the cars been very 
great, on account of manual handling of the 
metal, but the time required to load and un 
load the cars has resulted in tying up cars 
on the >railroad sidings, causing congestion 
and frequently impeding production. One 
of the serious disadvantages to previous 

, methods employed in transporting this metal 
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has been on account of the enormous damage 
to freight cars as well as damage to the ma 
terial due to the shifting oftthe metal in 
transit, particularly in the case lof sheet steel. h 
Frei ht cars are sub'ected in ¿transit to 
s'hoc s, blows land colhsions, frequentlyre 
sulting in impacts at as much 'as-twenty miles » 
er hour. Where the sheet, strip o‘rrbar metal 

1s loaded on the car fioor in accordance with 
previous practice, violent displacement of 
thebars of sheets or steel stri s frequently 
resulted when the car received a shock or 
blow, and the bars were often driven against 
the ends o_r thev side wallsiof the car with 
great force. This resulted in considerable 
damage to the cars, as well as tothe metal, 
even in ramming holes through the end Walls 
of the car. The tendency of sheet, strip and 
bar steel to shift'is,'of course, aided by the 

rasate@ 

fact that the surfaces are usually provided 
with an oily, rust preventative coating, caus~ 
ing the metal to slide very readily. 
ln the drawings, the invention is illustrat 

ed as applied to the loading and shipping of 
metal sheets or strip metal, although it will 
be understood that the latter are simply il 
lustrative of material for which the invention 
is intended, and that the same is also applica 
ble to bars as shown in my co-pending appli 
cation above mentioned. 
Referring to Figures 1 and 2, the metal 

sheets or strip metal are arranged in layers 
or groups. The pack of Figure 1 comprises a 
bottom layer D, the individual sheets or 
strips of which are disposed on edge, and a 
top layer or group D', the sheets of which are 
arranged similarly to the sheets _of the lower 
group or layer. The two layers or sub-units 
which make up the entire pack or larger unit 
may be bound as shown in Figure l, at the 
mill prior to loading in the car, or if desired, 
the pack may be bound in the car. However, 
it is preferable to form the pack at the mill 
Vso that the same maybe taken directly as a 
unit into the car, thereby saving a great 
amount of labor and expense in the loading 
operation. The two groups or sub-units are 
separated by means of transversely extend 
ing strips 10 of relatively softer material, 
such as wood, in engagement with the sur 
faces Vwhich >are to be horizontally disposed 
and extend lengthwise of the car. Other ma 
terial >adapted to frictionally engage vthe 
edges of the sheets could, of course, be used. 
As will be observed, the strips 1() are spaced 

apart and are disposed between the juxta 
posed inner edges of the sheets constituting 
the two groups or layers. The kpack made 
up of these groups or sub-units may be bound~ 
by an encircling medium, which in the pres 
ent instance, comprises several longitudinal 
ly spaced band or strip steel Vhinders 11. In 
terposed >between these binders vand the pack 
are wood bars or strips 12, preferably dis 
posed at all four sides of the pack, and par 
ticularly along the top horizontal surfaces. 
Of course, vif the pack consists of only one 
layer, then the softer material along the top 

vening o_r internal strips 10. The band bind- ̀ 
ers or vstrips 11` are of suitable gauge steel 
several inches in width, and the ends 11’ are 
drawn together and clamped as through the 
medium of an encircling collar 13. -The bands 
may be nailed to the Wood strips 12, as illus-z 
trated in Figure 3, and as will be pbserved, 
the pack is preferably formed with the packs 
at right `angles to one another so asl to be 
rectangular in cross section, as _shown in Fig 
ure 1. " _  , 

After being thus formed, the pack may be> 
ositioned as a unit on‘the freight car floor 
or transportation. Itmav be carried‘into 

orizontaledges functionsas doesthe inter 1 
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the car by means of a power driven industrial 
truck, and it will be understood that the term 
“freight car” as used throughout the specifi 
cation and claims is intended to cover any ' 
transporting medium, the term being used 

,y in a broad sense. 
The_pack is preferably supported on the 

car floor through means interposed between 
, the same and the floor, such as bars or riding 
members 14 extending longitudinally of the 
carl and spaced apart a suflicient distance to 
provide a stable support. rl`-hese bars are 
spaced apart transversely by a plurality of 
members 15 of relatively softer material than 
metal which are disposed edgewise with the 
lower straight etlge 15', notched to receive 

fthe longitudinal strips 14, as shown clearly 
in Figure 5. The transverse bars 15 and the 
longitudinale 14 may b_e nailed together. 
As will be observed, the pack support 

ing surfaces of the members 15 are curved or 
arched to provide an inclined surface which 
will tend to distort the pack from the rec 
tangular form shown in Figure 1 tothe form 
shown in Figure 2. As will be understood, 
when the pack is lowered inv the car on the 
supporting members 15, the lower edges of 
the sheets will rest upon the >arched surfaces 
of the members 15 with the binder at one 
side thereof as shown .in Figure 3. This will 
result in bowing the stack, whether the same 
consists of only one unit or of a plurality 

` of sub-units, as shown in Figure 1. The sev 
-eral units or groups will conform tothe 
curvature or inclination of the supporting 
surfaces of the members’15, thereby increas 
ing the cross 'sectional area of the entire; 
pack, mcreasing the distance around the 
pack, and tightenin the band binders or 
strips 13 under conside 
over, it will be observed that the distortion 
tends to increase the frictionalen'gagement 
between the ~horizontal surfaces, which in 
the present instance are'the sheet ed es, and 
the’internal members 10, as well as et'ween 
the top surfaces or edges and the bars dis- _ 
posed between said outer edges and the bands 
13. The bars 10 being spaced apart will con 
form to the pack distortion as illustrated in 
Figures`f1, 2 and 4, and the edges of the sheets 
will cut into the wood sufficiently to provide 

» considerable frictional resistance against 
shifting of the sheets relativelypto one an 
other during transit. ' ’ _ 

The packs during shipment are held in po 
sition on the car floor against lateral shift 
lng movement with respect to each other> 
and to the side walls, and are also guided in 
their movement lon itudinally of the ca'r by 
means of longitudinal guide members 20 
’which are nailed or secured 4to the car floor. 
These guides have the important functions, 

(1) Of guiding the packs .in apredeter 
mined path longitudinally of the car dur 

f ing the restricted Íioating movement of the 

rable tension. More-  

packs back and forth on or relatively to the > 
car floor as a result of shocks and blows to 
which the car is ~subjected in transit; and 

(2) 0f maintaining the packs' in prede 
termined spaced relation with respect to thev 
side walls of the car, thereby preventing dam 
age to the car walls while retaining suitable 
aisle spaces at opposite sides of the packs to 
permit removal of the packs as units at desti 
nation, such as by means of a portable crane 
or stack lifter as illustrated, for instance, in 
my above mentioned Patent No. 1,650,540. 
`This stack lifter has an arched frame, the 
legs of which are movable into position in 
the aisle spaces, when either loading or un 
loading the packs, to straddle opposite sides 
of each pack, lifting mechanism being pro 
vided for lifting or lowering the pack with 
respect to the car floor. These guides, there-> 
fore, not only retain these aisle spaces, but. 
in performing this function also prevent con 
tact of the packs'with the side -walls of the 
carcausing damage thereto during transit. 
Relative movement between the pack and 
supporting pallet may be'prevented in any 
suitable »manneiz Iny the resent instance 
relative sliding movement is prevented by 
means of the encirclin bands which are dis 
posed immediately a jacent the endA cross 
members 15, ÍTilting movement may be pre 
vented 1_n 'anyl manner desired, for lnstance, 
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by suitablyl tying'or binding the pack to the ' 
>supporting pallet. ' 

 Referring to Figure 4, it may befound ‘de-V 
sirable to provide above the wooden guide 
'strips 20 a supplemental guide ̀ 21 in the form 
of an angle bar which may extend the full or 
greater length of the pack and has oneñange 
projecting upwardly a sufficient distance to 
engage the pallet above or support above the 

, longitudinal members _14. 
'los 

l1t will be understood, of course,_that al-i I 
though the sheets are shown as arranged on 
edge, the invention is not limited to this pre- ' 
cise form, since they may also be disposed 110 
flatwise as described in my co-pending appli 
cation, Serial No. 422,845, filed January 23, 
1930.y - » 

' It being understood, therefore, that the" 
invention is not to be limited to the details 
which are above described, what I claim is: 

1. The` hereindescribed method ofv shi  
ping sheet, bar or strip metal, in relative y 
heavy unit packs on a freight car 'floor which 
consists in applying friction to the pack by 
binding the same as a unit with the upper 
or lower horizontal, surface in engagement 
with relatively softer material, such as wood,I 
,and distorting the pack transversely of the 
binder against said material to increase the 
frictional engagement. » - _ 

2. The >hereindescribed ' method of ship 
ping sheet, bar or strip metal, in relativel 
heavy unit packs on a freight car floor whic 
consists in applying >friction to the» pack by` 15u 
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binding the same as a unit with the constit 
uent parts having their edges in engagement 
with relatively softer material, such as wood, 
and distorting the pack transversely of the 
binder against said material to increase the 
frictional engagement. 

3. rl‘he hereindescribed method of ship 
ping sheet, bar or strip metal in relatively 
heavy unit packs on a freight car Hoor which 
consists in applying friction internally to the 
pack by binding the same as a unit with the 
constituent parts between the layers or groups 
thereof lhaving their horizontal surfaces in 

such as wood, and4 distorting the pack trans 
versely of the binder against said material 
to increase the frictional engagement. ` 

4. The hereindescribed method of ship 
ping sheet, bar or strip metal in relatively 
heavy unit packs on a freight car fioor which 
consists in applying friction internally to the 
pack by binding the same as a unit with the 
constituent parts between the layers or groups 
thereof in engagement with relatively softer 
material, such as wood, and distorting the 
`pack transversely of the binder to increase 
the frictional engagement._ 

5. The hereindescribed method of ship 
 ping sheet, bar or strip metal, in relatively 
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heavy unit packs on a freight caríioor which 
consists in applying friction to the pack by 
binding the same as a unit with the constit 
uent parts having their horizontal surfaces 
extending lengthwise of the car and in en 
gagement with relatively softer material, 
such as wood, and distorting the pack trans 
versely to increase the frictional engagement 
by supporting the same upon a member hav 
ing an inclined surface. l 

6. The hereindescribed method of ship 
ping sheet, bar >or strip metal, in relatively 
heavy unit packs on a freight car floor which 
consists in applying friction to the pack by 
binding the same as a unit with the constitu 
ent parts having their edges in engagement“ 
with relatively softer materiahsuch as Wood, 
and vdistorting the pack transversely to in 
crease the frictional engagement by support 
ing the same upon a member having an in 
clined surface. 

7. The hereindescribed method 'of ship 
ping sheet, bar or strip metal in relatively 
heavy unit packs o_n a freight car Hoor which 
consists in applying friction internally to the 
pack by binding the same as a unit with the 
constituent parts between the layers or groups 
thereof having their horizontal surfaces eX 
tending lengthwise of the car and in friction 
al engagement with relatively softer material 
than the metal, and distorting the pack trans 
versely to increase the frictional engagement 
by supporting the same upon a member hav 
ing an inclined surface. 

8. The hereindescribed method of ship 
ping sheet, bar or strip metal‘in relatively 

tva/geo@ 

heavy unit packs on a freight car door which 
consists in applying friction internally to 
the pack by binding the same as a unit with 
the constituent parts between the layers or 
groups thereof having their edges in fric 
tional engagement with relatively softer ma 
terialthan the metal, and distorting the pack 
transversely to increase the frictional engage 
ment by supporting the same upon a member 
having an inclined surface. . 

9. The hereindescribed method of ship 
ping ‘ sheet metal in relativelv heavy unit 
packs on a freight car floor which consists in 
applying friction to the -edges of the sheets 
by binding the same as a unit with the op 
posed edges of parallel layers or sub-units 
of sheets, in engagement with relatively soft 
er material and distorting the pack to in 
crease the friction and tighten the binding. 

10. The hereindescribed method of ship 
ping sheet metal in relatively heavy unit 
packs on a freight car floor which consists in 
A‘applying friction internally to the edges of 
the sheets by binding the same as a unit with 
the sheet edges in engagement with relativel 
softer material and distorting the pac 
against said material. v 

11. The hereindescribed method of ship 
ping sheet metal in relatively heavy unit 
packs on a freight car floor which consists 
in applying friction to the edges ¿of the 
sheets by binding the same as a unit with 
the opposed edges of parallel layers or sub 
units of sheets in engagement with relative 
ly softer material and distorting the pack 
by supporting the same on an inclined sur 
face. . 

p 12. The hereindescribed method of ship 
ping sheet metal in relatively heavy unit 
packs on a freight car Hoor which'consists in _ 
applying friction internally to the edges of 
the sheets „by binding the same as a unit with 
the sheet edges in engagement with relativel 
softer material and distorting the pac 
against said material by supporting thepack 
on an inclined surface. . 

13. rl‘he` hereindescribed method of ship 
ping sheet or strip metal which comprises 
transporting on the floor of a carrier a bound 
pack made up of sub-units separated by rel 
atively'so'fter material, such as wood, engag 
ing the edges of the sheets or strips, and 
maintaining said material in frictional en 
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gagement with the edges _to-resist relative 
shifting of the parts during transit by dis 
torting the pack transversely. 

14. The hereindescribed method> of ship 
ping sheet or strip` metal which comprlses 
transporting on the floor of a carrier a bound 
pack made up of sub-units separated by rela- . 
tively softer material, such as wood, engag 
ing the edges of the sheets or strips, and main 
taining said material in >frictional engage 
ment with the edges to resist relative 'shifting 
of the parts during transit, and distorting the 
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pack by supporting the >same on a medium 
adapted to shift the sheets relatively to oneA 
another against said material. 

15. Thefmethod of shipping sheet or lstrip 
metal »which comprises binding in a unitary 
pack a plurality of sub-units, the sub-unitsl 
having the edges of the individual sheets or 
strips juxtaposed and spaced by a relatively 
softer material, such as wood, binding the 
pack with an encircling medium, support 
ing the pack with the sheets on edge and dis 
torting the pack against said material to in 
crease the frictional engagement between said. 
spacer and to tighten the binder. 

16. The method of shipping sheet or strip 
metalwhich comprisesbinding in a unitary ‘ 
pack a plurality of vsub-units, the sub-units 
having the edges of the individual sheets or 

softer material, such asïwood, binding the 
pack with an encircling medium> and sup 
porting the pack with the sheets on edge and 
distorting the pack against said material by 
resting the same on a member having an in 
clined supporting surface. 

17. The hereindescribed method of ship 
ping sheet, bar or strip metal, yin relatively 
heavy unit packs on a freight car floor which 
consists in applying friction to the pack by 
binding the same as a> unit with the constit 
uent parts in engagement with relatively 
softer material such as'wood, distorting the 
pack transversely of the binder against said 
material to increase the frictional engage 
ment, and permitting the pack to float as a 
unit on the car Hoor during shipment. 

18. The hereindescribed method of ship 
ping sheet metal in relatively heavy ̀ unit 
packs on a freightcar Hoor which consists in 
applying friction to the edges of the sheets 
by binding the same as a unit with the op 
posed edges of parallel layers or sub-units of 
sheets in engagement with relatively softer 
material and distorting the pack against said 
material to increase the friction and tighten 
the binding, and permitting the pack to ñoat 
as a unit on the car floor during shipment.. 

19.*'l`he hereindescribed method of ship 
ping sheet or strip metal which comprises 
transporting on the door of a carrier a bound 
pack made up of sub-units separated by re1 

-- atively softer material, such as wood, engag 
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ing the edges of the sheets or strips,`and.main 
taining l said material in frictional engage 

verse member havingan arched upper surface , 
adapted to engage the pack and to distort the 
same upwardly, and binder means for the 
pack including a member of relatively softer 
material adapted to be disposed above a por 
tion of the pack to receive the thrust of the up 
ward distortion and set up a frictional en 
gagement with the pack. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 

my hand. . 
>ROBERT T. lIROMINE. 
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_strips juxtaposed and spaced byv a relatively ` 
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ment with the edges to resist relative shifting , 
of the parts during transit by distorting the 
pack transversely, and permitting the ack . 
to Hoat as a unit on the car floor during s ip 
ment. ~ 

2O.> An apparatus for shipping sheet, strip i 
or bar metal on the floor of a freight car 1n a 

_ pack comprising a'supporting means adapted 
to be interposed between the bound pack and 
the floor, said supporting means consisting of 
logngltudinal members connected by a trans 
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